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ABOUT SUREBET BACKGROUND
Surebet247 is an online/offline gaming 
site that commenced operations in 2011 
after procuring the necessary paperwork 
from The National Sports Lottery Comm-
ission (N.L.R.C).

In its few years of operation, it has added 
value in no small measure to bettering the 
lives of its affiliates and the economy of 
the nation at large; thus now, one of the 
largest bookmakers in Nigeria, with over 
1,200 retail outlets, and their web and 
mobile gaming sites for sports and casino 
wagers.

OUR APPROACH
-Contextual & interests targeting for 
Display network and extensive keyword 
research & optimization for search 
network.
- Implemented performance-based 
campaigns on Google and Microsoft 
Bing Search and Display network
- Google Analytics for business insights 
and account optimization
-A/B testing on creatives

Spinning the Odds of Sports Betting in Nigeria.

As one of Nigeria’s leading sports betting and casino sites, SureBet wanted to integ-
rate digital platforms into their marketing strategy. Due to the peculiarity of betting, 
the initial challenge was getting around advertising regulations. Despite these restri-
ctions related to betting, we were able to optimise their online advertising campaigns 
to yield maximum results, which has informed their retainer status.

PLAYING IN THE BIG LEAGUE
With more than half of the Nigerian population online, betting companies are begin-
ning to recognize the need to establish viable online operations. Nigeria has become
a thriving market, and sports betting firms have sought to capture market share with 
various degrees of success. 

SureBet incorporates an offline and online model, but 
the later has been more influential in reaching out to a young and vibrant segment 
of the population that is not just passionate about sports, but about being rewarded 
for this passion. In fact many internet reviews describe it as “the fastest paying bet-
ting company in Nigeria for online customers who want to play with their laptop or 
mobile phones”.

In a rapidly evolving business landscape, there is a huge competition for market 
leadership. Therefore, betting companies with real goals of domination can no longer 
play small, as the competition has shifted from small corner shops, to the mobile 
phones and gadgets of the 21st century audience.
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RESULTS
+1000%   Increase in traffic

+ 49% of revenue attributed to Google 
Pay Per Click advertising

+300% Return on Investment 

WHO WE ARE
We are WebCoupers!  
A full service digital marketing agency providing simpler, faster, and better alterna-
tives for organisations to grow.

GROW WITH WEBCOUPERS
We see a huge potential in connecting brands to their online audiences 
by providing practical technology expertise.

0812 659 1536, 0813 939 7065

webcoupers@webcoupers.com

webcoupers

           First Floor, No 34, McNeil Road 
     Sabo, Yaba. Lagos State.
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